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Introduction
The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah is a new system designed by combining different mechanics and rules from
several other systems to create a fun system that is easy to play and allows for a truly immersive roleplay experience
without the need for complex skills or rules that make the game feel unbalanced and unfair to new players. With a
skill-less and classless system such as this everyone is on an equal footing.
Our aim is to create a fun and immersive roleplay experience for everyone who attends our events and we believe
that by using this system we can. We hope you enjoy playing in The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah system and look
forward to seeing you at an event soon.

Game Administrators
Lore Masters:
It is the duty of Lore Masters to create, manage, maintain and ensure the smooth running of plot lines and stories
within the world of El-Rah. If you have plot ideas or suggestions then see a Lore Master or fill-in the plot idea
submission form on the website http://obsidianchronicleslarp.com.au/land-el-rah/el-rah-submit-plot-idea/
Master Guardian:
It is the role of the Master Guardian to manage and organise the Guardians at events. They will coordinate duties to
other guardians to ensure the smooth running of activities and to oversee decisions and rulings made by other
guardians.
Guardians:
It is the responsibility of the guardians to ensure that the safety, fair play & game mechanic rules are upheld always at
all The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah events and gatherings. Guardians are also responsible for the training of new
players as well as the checking of weapons and armour before each event to ensure that they are safe for use.
Jr. Guardians:
It is the responsibility of the Jr. Guardians to assist the Guardians with carrying out their duties, Jr. Guardians will also
monitor for fair play and rule breaks and report these back to Guardians.
It is possible for a person to fill more than one of the above positions at the same time.

General Player Information
Consequences:
Players need to remember that LARP while like video games there are some very major differences, it is important to
know that in LARP the consequences of actions. While in a video game your actions may not have lasting consequences
in LARP you may find that they do. If you walk into a new town and start killing or stealing from people the town may
revolt against you, you may find that people in the town resent you or try to kill you. Once you create a reputation for
yourself it is often difficult to change, you may then find that it is difficult to play this character in a town that is hostile
towards you. Playing these types of character can be great fun but there are risks involved and it is possible that your
character may be short lived.

Roleplaying Religion:
When roleplaying religion at LARP it is important to remember that this is a make-believe world. As such it is prohibited
to use any real-world deities or gods. Please use one of the approved The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah deities or
submit one for approval via The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah Website.

Attitude:
We want LARP to be an enjoyable and stress-free event for all as such it is important that you have a positive attitude
whenever at LARP. You may find that some characters do not get along with your own and actively ridicule you, please
remember this is all in-game and it in no way reflects on you as a person. If you believe someone if vilifying you in
anyway do not hesitate to speak to a Guardian or Lore Master. It is also important to have a good attitude towards
the game even in the face of negative consequences towards your character, it’s just a game and everyone should still
be friendly/civil towards one another at the end of the day. If you are seen to be having a bad attitude or behave in
an unsportsmanlike manner repeatedly at games Guardians/Lore Masters may issue disciplinary action.
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Rules of Play
1.0

Players and Characters

1.1

The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah is a Medieval Fantasy based LARP set in a realm with a technological and
cultural level of advancement equivalent to 11th to 15th century Europe, our goal is to create an immersive
atmosphere where players feel as though they are living in a realm filled with magic and monsters not found
in the mundane world we all live in.

1.2

To play The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah player should have a sense of fair play, fun, a basic level of fitness
and a Medieval/Fantasy styled costume. A Medieval fantasy costume does not need to be excessive or over
the top. You are not expected to spend thousands of dollars on kit. A simple garb consisting of a baggy shirt
free of any logos, plain baggy pants and a belt can be just as immersive as a full suit of armour, they are a great
starting point, however more elaborate costuming is encouraged. The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah
enforces a minimum costuming standard beyond a players second session. Jeans are not acceptable garb
beyond the players second session. Black sweatpants are acceptable, provided they are free of stripes and
logos. Black logo-less sneakers/running shoes are permitted. Cleats or football boots should not be worn.

1.3

The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah is a skill and class free system. You create your character and can move
it in whichever direction you wish at any time, you are not locked in to one style of play, all you must do is
provide the costume, armour and props to be who you want to be. Characters made under The Obsidian
Chronicles LARP: El-Rah system are not owned by The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah. However, The
Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah reserves the right to prohibit characters where the concept is offensive,
discriminatory, unlawful, outside of theme or a direct copy or of extreme similarity of published characters.

1.4

To participate in The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah or its activities you must be authorised by a sanctified
Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah Guardian. The process is simple and will assist you to take part in the combat
aspects of the game in a safe manner. Our Guardians have all demonstrated a strong ability to play the game
in a safe manner and are here to help impart the knowledge and techniques onto you.

2.0

Safety and Fair Play

2.1

Players: As a player of The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah you must at all time:
1. Adhere to The Obsidian Chronicles LARP Code of Conduct
2. Comply with these rules
o Play Fair and count your own hits;
o Not act with Real aggression;
o Not act in a manner that is intentionally or recklessly likely to cause real injury to another person;
o comply with all directions from Guardians

2.2

All blows must be pulled so that they do not strike with excessive force (I.e. relax your grip prior to contact.)
A light but firm touch, struck in a realistic manner is all that is required to score a hit. Excessive force means a
hit that poses a risk of real injury. If a player tells you that you have struck them too hard then you may not
dispute it.

2.3

No bodily contact is permitted other than via an approved foam/latex weapon. and you must not get within
arms' length of another player without their consent. Simulated "Throat-Slitting" or other similar actions are
disallowed unless prior consent between the two players involved has been established and it is done in a safe
and responsible manner.

2.4

The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah is a contact based sport. This means that, while we pull our blows,
inadvertent harder hits can and will occur, this is the same for any contact sport. All players must be prepared
to shrug these off and keep playing. However, should any player feel that excessive force is being used, speak
up immediately to advise the other player. While no safety equipment is mandatory The Obsidian Chronicles
LARP: El-Rah recommend that all players wear a sports box, and for female players some form of chest
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protection. Head protection is also highly recommended. Striking a non-combative player should be avoided
(See 2.7 for Non-Combative Players)
2.5

Most commercially produced latex/foam LARP weapons in good condition are permitted if they are safe and
comply with the weapon construction rules. Home-Made foam/latex weapons may be permitted, but are
subject to decorum and mandatory safety checks (See the weapon and shield construction guidelines page for
more information.) Global Gear/Wicked Replica and similar brands are not recommended for use at The
Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah.

2.6

You may not participate in combat from your knees

2.7

Players who are wishing to remain out of "Combative" situations should speak to an The Obsidian Chronicles
LARP: El-Rah approved Guardian prior to commencement of play and receive a yellow band. If another player
wishes to engage a "No Combative" player they must present their weapon to the yellow banded player and
say, "Thou art slain". Non-Combative players are not permitted to carry weapons.

3.0

Guardians, Calls and Sanctions

3.1

Guardians: the role of The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah Guardians is to:
1. Manage the game or scenario;
2. Police Players in breach of rules;
3. Police Players who act in a manner which is considered intentionally or recklessly likely to cause injury to
another person;
4. Police the weapon, shield and armour construction rules
Guardians may issue a warning (Take 5) or send a player off the field (Stop Play) when exercising their
authority. A player may appeal a Guardians decision to the Master Guardian for the game, when the combat
situation has ended; the Master Guardians decision is final and not subject to further appeal.

3.2

A Guardian may stop play at any time by calling "Pause or Hold Play" if there is a serious risk to health or
safety, or an injury occurs. All play in the immediate vicinity of the call must stop until a Guardian calls "Layon or Resume Play". Non-Guardians must not call "Pause, Hold Play, Lay-on or Resume Play", unless there is
an immediate risk to Health and Safety. On a Guardian calling "Pause or Hold Play" everyone must take the
knee unless otherwise authorised.

3.3

The organisation may suspend or ban players for serious or repeated unsafe play, breaches of the rules,
bringing the game in disrepute or repeated unsportsmanlike behaviour or behaviour that is in breach of the
“Code of Conduct”.

4.0

Hits and Combat

4.1

All parts of body are valid scoring zones except, the head, neck, hands, feet and groin. Deliberate hits to nonscoring zones are considered unsportsmanlike and may result in disciplinary action.

4.2

All parts of the body (Including, head, neck and groin) are valid scoring zones for siege missiles.

4.3

Both strikes and thrusts are permitted, however you should only thrust with a weapon which has been
approved to do so.

4.4

The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah aims to simulate Medieval combat. To this effect, a good hit must strike
cleanly, firmly and realistically with the striking surface of a weapon.

4.5

A partially parried blow still counts as a clean hit and should be taken, if the target believes it would deal real
damage if unarmoured.
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4.6

It is at the decision of the defending player to judge the outcome of a hit and it is each players’ responsibility
to count their own hits. Repeatedly ignoring hits is unsportsmanlike and may result in disciplinary action. Do
not argue or debate the number of hits during the game.

4.7

A player cannot grapple another player, their weapon or shield or deliberately trap their weapon with a shield
or their body. Weapons and shields can be momentarily hooked with a weapon. A Player can push their shield
or weapon against another players’ shield or weapon but, but not for the purpose of injuring or unbalancing
the other player.

4.8

"Half-Swording" or Holding the blade of your own sword in your off-hand to assist the blow is permitted.

4.9

Hits to Bows should be avoided at all costs, these weapons are under extreme pressure and hitting them with
a weapon could cause them to break and result in serious injury.

5.0

Weapons and Damage

5.1

All hand-held weapons deal a single point of damage to either limbs, torsos or armour.

5.2

Arrows fired from an approved bow with a max draw of 25 pounds at 28 inches will also deal a single point of
damage to either limbs, torsos or armour. Only IDV brand arrows are permitted at The Obsidian Chronicles
LARP: El-Rah Events.

5.3

Hits from Siege Missiles to any part of the body including weapons or armour are an instant kill.

5.4

Hits from Titans or Deities to any part of the body including armour and shields are an instant kill. Blows from
these creatures can be parried with all weapons excluding a bow.

5.5

Duel wielding of weapons - The primary weapon cannot exceed 125cm and the secondary weapon cannot
exceed 100cm.

5.6

Bows cannot be fired within two meters of another player measured from the tip of weapon. Players seen to
be doing so will no longer be able to use this style of weapon and may face disciplinary action.

5.7

Shields protect against all weapons they successfully block, other than hits from siege missiles and hits from
Titans or Deities. No shield bashing, ramming or contact with another players body or shield will be tolerated.
A shield must be held in the hand to function and cannot be used in the same hand as any other item or
weapon, this includes small buckler shields.

5.8

An item may be considered a weapon, a shield or piece of armour, but no item can be more than one of these
types.

5.9

A player may only throw a single throwing weapon per hand at a time

5.10

Mosath’s Will - A player may perform a final blow on any player who has lost 3 or more limbs or has received
a blow to the chest. The attacking player must roleplay a final killing blow on the victim while saying "Mosath’s
Will" the act should take approximately 3-5 seconds’ minimum to play out. Performing Mosath’s Will sends
the target player into Decay.

6.0

Wounds

6.1

Striking a Limb - When an unarmoured limb has been hit, that limb is considered wounded and can no longer
be used. When struck in an arm it is must be placed by your side or behind your back. If hit in the leg do not
hop around on one foot rather drag the injured leg around as if it has been seriously injured. If both legs are
"wounded" then you must stand on the spot an extremely slow shuffle may be used to get around. If a player
loses 3 or more limbs the player enters "Decay".
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6.2

Striking the Torso - When a player is struck in the unarmoured torso, the player must use an uninjured arm to
hold their torso as if attempting to stop bleeding. If the player who has been struck in the torso does not have
an uninjured arm to hold their torso then that player goes into "Decay". A player holding their chest has 5
minutes to find a healer before they enter "Decay". The limb used to hold the "Wound" must be empty, you
cannot carry a shield, weapon or other item in the hand you are using to support the injury.

6.3

Decay - A player in decay must fall to the ground (If safe to do so) They can no longer move or speak but may
groan softly. They will not understand anything anybody says to them. A decayed player has 3 minutes to be
healed before they bleed out and die. A decayed player can be supported by a minimum of one other player
and taken to a healer as if having their weight supported while they shuffle along, but this must be done at a
slow walk pace. When a healer starts work on a Decayed player the timer stops, if the healing is interrupted
the timer starts over.

6.4

If laying down is unsafe or will obstruct play, the player may move out of danger and then resume their fallen
position but cannot do so to gain tactical advantage or to find/move closer to a healer. Using this to do so may
result in disciplinary action for unsportsmanlike behaviour.

6.5

NPC’s may have multiple hit points, not including armour. This is to prevent them from being easily swamped
by a single player or even a group of players, it enables the players to have a more immersive experience if it
is more difficult for them to kill an enemy.

7.0

Death

7.1

A character is considered dead if they are not healed by the end of "The Decay", are hit by a Titan, Deity or
Struck by a siege Weapon.

7.2

Shade - If a character dies there is a chance they can be resurrected (See 8.9 Resurrection). A failed
resurrection creates a shade. The character is temporarily resurrected as a shade until the end of the current
event. At the end of the current event they would once again die in the same manner as their original death
becoming a spirit. Neither the Character being resurrected or the character performing the resurrection knows
if it has succeeded or failed, it is out of character knowledge and use of such is classified meta-gaming. When
a shade dies at the end of the event it becomes a spirit immediately.

7.3

Spirit - A spirit character cannot be resurrected other than by described as follows. A Spirit player will have a
link to a form emailed to their registered email address at the completion of the session in which they became
a spirit. This form will allow them to appeal to a god of their choosing, they may include things such as
unfinished business, good deeds, etc., things that they wish the gods to know so that the deity may consider
returning them to the living realm. Only the five major deities have the power to restore life to the dead, as
such only the five major deities will be included on the appeal form. If an appeal fails this character is
considered permanently dead and a new character must be created. Completing this form is completely
optional and gives players a final attempt to restore their character beyond a failed resurrection.

8.0

Healing & Resurrection

8.1

Players who are wounded or in Decay can be healed via magical, herbal, religious or surgical means, this
process will fully revitalise the player excluding any armour damage, this damage can only be repaired by a
leatherworker or blacksmith.

8.2

A player cannot heal themselves through any means other than "Health Potion" or other "Magical Item", these
items take effect immediately. You cannot use these items if you have entered decay.

8.3

Healers must carry the appropriate props of their craft.
•

Magical Healing - A staff at least 1.6 meters long, this staff must be LARP safe it is to be used in combat,
this staff must be designed so as to not appear to be made of modern materials.
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•
•
•

Surgical Healing - Bone Saw, Needle, gut thread, pliers, scalpel & bandages. All listed props must be LARP
Safe.
Herbalists Healing - A journal filled with various flora information, a collection of various leaves/leave
props a pestle and mortar & a vial.
Religious Healing - A Prayer book and artefact of the god which you are representing.

8.4

To perform a healing action the healer must use their props in a correct manner in conjunction with the
appropriate roleplay & for the duration of the correct and approved healing timer (2 minutes).

8.5

Using a Prop - Using a prop is defined as follows:
•
•
•

•

Staff - Mystic chanting and ritualistic roleplay within the vicinity of the target.
Surgeons Kit - Bandaging, stitching, sawing and sewing of wounds over the target. Permission to touch
must be granted, if permission is not granted simulated touch must be used.
Herbalist Kit - Reading through the journal, mixing leaves/herbs together creating a serum. An elixir of
some kind should be given to the player at the end of the preparation, target can either drink or roleplay
drinking the elixir.
Prayer Book - Reading aloud from the tome, beseeching the god for help to restore the person to life.

8.6

If a player is interrupted during the healing process, such as they are struck with a weapon, engaged in
conversation then they must begin the healing process again.

8.7

A player being healed may not heal another player at the same time.

8.8

A Player requires two hands for healing to adequately use the required props.

8.9

Resurrection – If a player dies they have the potential to be resurrected through any of the approved healing
methods. To resurrect a player must carry in addition to all regular props a black bag filled with 13 White
stones and 2 black stones, and an approved Resurrection timer (10-minute timer). After performing the
required actions for the chosen method of healing for the duration of the timer the player being resurrected
must then draw a single stone from the bag. On drawing a white stone, the resurrection succeeds and the
player is returned to life, on drawing a black stone it fails and the player becomes a shade (See 7.2 Shade). If
a shade is killed and needs to be resurrected again the resurrection automatically fails and they are revived
again as a shade.

8.10

Curse of the Hallowed – A character who has been resurrected, even temporarily will not remember their time
in the spirit realm or the last 10 minutes of their life prior to death.

9.0

Armour

9.1

Armour should look like historic armour or a fantasy equivalent. Armour must be designed so as to minimise
the risk of a serious or permanent injury to persons and damage to foam prop weapons. Some damage to
foam prop weapons particularly from metal armours cannot be avoided. Armour must be approved by a
Guardian at the start of each event. If you have armour to be checked please make sure you arrive to the event
early or you may risk your armour not being approved prior to the start of game.

9.2

Armour grants additional “Armour Points” to the parts of the body which it covers. A blow must hit the armour
for it to count as an armour hit. Armour does not stack and the heaviest armour on each zone will define the
“Type” of Armour you are wearing.

9.3

Types of Armour:
•

Light (1 Armour Point)
o Gambeson or similar (Chausses and the like.), that is 1cm+ padded garment that resembles the
period version.
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3mm or thicker leather.
Light-weight chainmaille (E.g. Ringmesh brand).
Wood or Bone armour
Medium (2 Armour Points)
o Lamellar, Scale, Chainmaille, Splinted or Brigandine armour.
o Metal used should be 1mm+ steel and spacing should be generally no greater than 10mm between
plates used
Heavy (3 Armour Points)
o 1mm+ rigid steel
o
o
o

•

•

9.4

Helmets – When worn helmets increase the number of armour points on your torso in the following ways:
• Leather or Chainmail Head Piece +1
• Steel Helmet +2
When wearing a helmet, damage to the torso is subtracted from the helmets “Armour Points” followed by
regular armour points for the torso then finally regular torso hits.

9.5

Armour Damage – Armour can be damaged by any type of weapon, armour is considered destroyed when it
reaches 0 “Armour Points” while you do not have to remove the armour at this point it is effectively considered
part of the limb or torso until it is repaired.

9.6

Armour Degradation – If you are wearing multiple “Types” of armour on one limb the type of armour that
covers most of the limb is to be used for calculating armour values, this will be determined by a Guardian at
Sign In. As an example, if your arm is predominately covered in plate yet you have some areas which are only
covered by Gambeson your arm would have 3 armour points. If you are struck in any armour on that limb you
would have 2 armour points remaining. If you were hit in a bare part of your limb the arm would be considered
“Destroyed”.

10.0

Professions, Resources, Currency, Loot & Looting

10.1

There are many professions that exist within El-Rah, all of which are completely roleplay based and have no
impact on your character but present a great opportunity to make money in game. While many professions
exist below we have included three major more prominent professions, however do not let this discourage
you from finding another profession to roleplay within the game. A player can provide the services of multiple
professions provided they have all the required props to roleplay the professions they have chosen.
•
•
•

10.2

Leather Worker - Uses leather hide to repair damaged Leather armour.
Blacksmith - Uses Various Ores to repair metal armours
Apothecary/Herbalist - can create various potions and serums of various effects.

Required Props - Participating in professions in the world of El-Rah requires that you have the adequate props
to support the roleplay of the chosen profession. Each profession has its own set of required props as per the
list below without the props you cannot perform the activity:
•
•
•

Leather Worker - Minimum of Needle, thread, Hammer, Punch and shears or a knife.
Blacksmith - Minimum of Hammer, Anvil, Large tongs, crucible, a simulated forge would bring a large
bonus to immersion but is not required.
Apothecary/Herbalist - Minimum of Pestle and Mortar, Journal of Flora, Burner (Realistic but not real, or
if real un operational), vials in which to put the completed potion and the various fluids and colours to
give the illusion of different potions.

All the props listed above should be LARP safe, if you are unsure about certain items or props then please
present them to a Guardian prior to using them at an event for confirmation as to whether they can be used.
Glass may be used provided it is approved by a Guardian prior to gameplay and must remain out of combat
zones. Plastic or Clay/ceramic containers are much preferred. The above list of props is only a suggestion and
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additional props can really add to the atmosphere of the realm so get creative and enhance everyone’s
roleplay and immersion.
10.3

Leather Working – Leather Workers can repair Light armour at a rate of 1 point of damage per 2 minutes of
roleplay. A leather or gambeson chest piece with 1 points of damage would take 2 minutes to repair.
Remember each piece of armour has a separate point value so you will need to repair each piece individually.

10.4

Blacksmithing – A blacksmith can repair Medium and Heavy armour at a rate of 1 point of damage per 2
minutes of roleplay. A Steel Breastplate with 3 Points of Damage would take 6 minutes to repair. Remember
each piece of armour has a separate point value so you will need to repair each piece individually.

10.5

Apothecary/Herbalist – An apothecary or herbalist can create potions of various effects as listed below. Each
potion requires a different length of roleplay and has a different effect and requirement. Each potion will only
affect a single target, a player must consume (or roleplay consumption of) the potion for it to take effect. In
game all potions are colourless and odourless and cannot be detected except by some NPC’s. Titans and deities
are immune to the effects of potions. Some magical items may protect players or NPC’s from the effects of
potions, some NPC’s may even be immune to the effects of potions.
Potions:
Potion of Fear – 6 Minutes Roleplay
This potion will make the victim cower in fear for 10 minutes after consumption, they will believe that
everyone around them is trying to harm them. They are unable to fight but can run or flee.
Potion of Bravery – 6 Minutes Roleplay
This potion will make the victim over confident and brave, things which they are normally afraid of no longer
affect them. The effects will last 10 minutes from time of consumption.
Potion of Illness – 12 Minutes Roleplay
This potion will make the victim extremely ill, they will not be able to move around with ease but will rather
stagger and are nauseous. The player under this potions effects are unable to fight or cast magic. This potions
effects will last 30 minutes.
Potion of Sleep – 8 Minutes Roleplay
This potion will make the victim steadily begin to fall asleep, a period of 5 minutes after consumption will see
the target get increasingly drowsy. After 5 minutes the victim will fall asleep and will remain as such until
woken up through realistic roleplay. While the target is drowsy a player may roleplay slapping, or throwing
water on them to bring them out of this drowsy state and counteract the potion.
Potion of Insanity – 20 Minutes Roleplay
This potion will make the victim immediately begin attacking everyone in the general vicinity. This player
cannot be controlled or calmed down, its effects will last 15 minutes. The player can be momentarily
disorientated and confused by decorum song or music. E.g. No song that contains modern themes or ideas.
Poison – 15 Minutes Roleplay
Poison must be white vinegar and can be put on/in any food or drink or consumed by itself. If a player
consumes poison after 5 minutes they will begin to choke and splutter. For the next 5 minutes this player will
struggle to breath and will then enter decay. The victim may be given an antidote at any time after
consumption & before death to save their life.
Antidote – 8 Minutes Roleplay
Can be given to a poisoned player prior to their death to cure poisoning.
The above potions are not intended to limit the different potions you can create but are so examples of the
effects which potions can have, and the amount of time that would be required to make them. A good rule of
thumb for potion creation times is if it’s going to have a large or drastic effect for example it will kill the target,
you should roleplay no less than 15 minutes.
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10.6

Roleplaying Professions – For a player to utilise the different abilities of each profession and in addition to the
required props, they must adequately be able to roleplay the various elements/processes associated with that
profession. Here are some examples of roleplay for each profession:
•
•
•

Leather worker – A leatherworker could spend their time preparing leather for use, “Cutting out
pieces” for use, “Stitching/punching/riveting the pieces together” anything that could be
attributed to repairing leather armour.
Blacksmith – A blacksmith could spend their time “Heating the Forge”, “Melting the ore down for
use”, “Hammering Ore at an Anvil” anything that could be attributed to the repair of chain or plate
armour.
Herbalist/Apothecary – An Apothecary could spend their time gathering herbs or plants, studying
them, cataloguing them, crushing them and such to brew a Potion.

10.7

Resources – While there are not resources that relate to each profession there may be certain physical
resources introduced at events. These could be various plants and such that you could receive from a quest,
while you as a character cannot do anything with them, NPC’s that come through your town may be able to
work with them to create powerful items or give your weapon a magical effect. These resources will be
registered to your account at the end of each game and are 100% lootable.

10.8

Currency – While currency in El-Rah may change shape, size and mint there is a single universal value between
them all. E.g. Currency is not broken down into gold, silver and copper however it may be decided that
currency comes in different denominations of value. (1, 5, 10, 100) If you are unsure of currency at your game
speak to a guardian at an event and have them explain it to you.

10.9

Looting – A player who is dead, unconscious, incapacitated or in decay can be looted. To loot a player,
approach the target and say “Looting”. If you are looted you must hand over all items requested by the player
conducting the looting. This does not include items that are non-lootable (See 10.11).

10.10 Loot Chests – At events which run overnight or longer players must either place their loot inside a loot chest
outside of their tent or in another in game area accessible to other players throughout the night. This is to
allow your items to be looted throughout the night without another player having to physically enter your
tent. Loot chests must be outside the tent including any awnings or overhangs. A loot chest may be locked
using a combination lock with a maximum of 3 digits. The digits that make up this combination must be written
somewhere on the outside of the loot chest, but they do not need to be in the correct order. Loot Chests
cannot be raided after the last guardian turns in for the night as it becomes a safety issue.
10.11 What is loot? – Loot is any items which do not personally belong to you as the player. This includes any in
game/plot items, potions and poisons, currency and other resources. Loot does not include, weapons, armour
or clothing unless the player being looted gives absolute permission for you to take them (These items must
clearly have the players name on them to be looted).

11.0

Magic

11.1

The fantasy world is rife with magic, epic rituals, superstition & witchcraft. It is often also considered
dangerous to play or misuse these forces. The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah has two kinds of Magic:
1. Roleplay Magic
2. Ritual Magic

11.2

Roleplay Magic - This can be used at any time during play and relies on the roleplay of the caster to determine
its effectiveness. It is the targets decision to determine if the roleplay was adequate and roleplay the spells
effects. Roleplay based magic relies on strong roleplay through use of clever incants, effective use of props
and general performance to convince players that the spell is working. Spell Casters will quickly identify those
who are bad sports when it comes to spell casing. If a caster puts on a poor performance, the spell will fail. To
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cast a spell, you must say “Spiritus” to let players know you are casting and begin roleplaying the spell with
any actions involved.
11.3

Ritual Magic - Ritual Magic is performed under various conditions and could have profound effects on the
game. Those wishing to conduct a ritual should discuss it with the Lore Masters to create the ritual and define
its limits well before the time/event they want to perform the ritual. This magic is much stronger than that of
roleplay magic and could vastly shift the balance of the game, it cannot be performed by a single “Player
Character” it may be possible for some NPC’s to perform magic such as this on their own. Some NPC’s may
require you to show your dedication to the craft before allowing you to participate in their rituals and you may
be required to gain their favour. In some instances, you may not be allowed to participate in rituals unless you
have apprenticed under an arch-mage or equivalent

11.4

Rune Weapons/Enchanted Weapons – It is possible that some NPC’s may be able to enchant or “Rune” a
weapon to give it a special effect. These weapons are identifiable by the blue ribbon tied around them. The
person who is using the weapon will tell you the effect if you are hit by it with a short/simple but clear phrase
E.G. Burn, Set Fire, Frozen, and other similar phrases.

12.0

Races

12.1

Races of El-Rah - Some basic lore about the races of El-Rah can be found on the "Races of El-Rah" page of the
website at: http://el-rah.obsidianchronicleslarp.com.au/citizens-of-el-rah/races-of-el-rah/

12.2

There are six races that a Character can play:
•
•

12.3

Human
Elf

•
•

Beast-Born
Orc

•
•

Dwarf
Fae

Each race has a different costume requirement which must be met at events for this character to be played.
Players will be given a 5 Week lee-way beyond creation of this character to display the required costume this
may be extended in the event of shipping delays, etc. please discuss this with the Lore Masters/Guardians
prior to event commencement:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human - No minimum costume requirement
Elf - At a minimum Pointed Ears
Beast-Born - At a minimum at least one animal feature of the "Beast" that your character is related to. E.g.
Wolf like ears or Fur if your character was part Wolf.
Orc - At a minimum an Orc mask should be worn
Dwarf - At a minimum a long thick beard for men and short beard/stubble for women
Fae - At a minimum pointed ears & wings (Unless Glamoured – See 12.4 Fae Glamouring).

Additional features can be added to enhance the look of your character. E.g. Dwarves could also have a large
prosthetic nose, Beast-Born could have a Wolf like tail etc. Experiment with your Grab and create something
unique and epic.
12.4

Fae Glamouring - Fae character have the unique ability to glamour their appearance. This makes them look
human. To do this a decorum blue LED pendant must be worn around the neck to show that you are Fae as it
is a physical representation of your otherworldly magic.

13.0

Titans & Deities

13.1

Titans are extremely powerful creatures that you may encounter in El-Rah, these creatures are formidable and
difficult to kill.

13.2

Deities – These are the Five Major gods of El-Rah and they are walking amongst the common races. Deities
cannot be killed by players or Titans.
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13.3

Titans and Deities can kill a player with a single hit and are unaffected by ranged weapons. Titans are
susceptible to magic, Deities are immune to all attacks from players, Titans and Siege Weapons.

13.4

Deities are only recognisable by the white band around their upper arm. This white band is purely an out of
character device to notify players that this person is a deity.

13.5

Titans can be recognised by the “Summoner” who will lead them around. Killing the summoner will release
the Titan allowing it to attack and act freely. While ever alive the Summoner has complete control over the
Titan. The summoner is recognisable by the large polearm they carry with the Titans Sigil on it.

13.6

As of version 2018.01 of the Rules, Titans are only able to be created/summoned by NPCs. Because of this only
an NPC can act as a summoner.

14.0

Character Creation

14.1

Players can submit their characters for approval at: http://el-rah.obsidianchronicleslarp.com.au/citizens-ofel-rah/create-a-character/

14.2

Character submissions requirements - To submit a character you will need the following:
•
•
•
•

A First and Last Name for your character
The Race you wish to play
An age for your character
A backstory for your character, at minimum the name of the town you came from and a few people from
your past who helped you get to where you are now.

14.3

Characters will be stored in The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah database to keep track of living and dead
characters as well as the loot you collect throughout the game. Characters will eventually be created in the
online communities once they are operational.

15.0

Check-in & Check-out

15.1

The Obsidian Chronicles LARP: El-Rah has a check-in and check-out procedure as detailed below, this is to
ensure a smooth process to prevent delays at the start of a game or to hold players up at the end of the game.
Check-in will start 60 minutes prior to the scheduled game commencement time and close 10 minutes before
game commences ready for the game briefing. If you are going to be late to an event please contact a Lore
Master or Guardian before the event so we can plan for you. At each event one Guardian or Lore Master will
be dedicated as the site officer, if you must leave early for any reason this is the person you will need to see.
Check-Out will commence 15 minutes prior to the end of game and will run until all players are signed out.

15.2

Check-In – The check-in procedure is as follows:
1. Arrive at event prior to check-in closure
2. Visit the sign-in desk you may have to wait in line for those ahead of you
3. Show your ticket, membership card and pay the game fees if applicable.
4. Collect your coins and other trackable items
5. Have your weapons and armour checked for safety
6. Wait for the game briefing – Be sure to pay attention to this, it is for your safety and that of others.

15.3

Check-Out – The check-out procedure is as follows:
1. Return to the Check-In counter you may have to wait in line for those ahead of you
2. Return your currency bag, wait until you are dismissed.
3. You are signed out and free to leave the event.
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Weapons and Shield Construction Guide
1.0

Construction and Use

1.1

Only “The Obsidian Chronicles LARP” approved foam prop weapons may be used. “The Obsidian Chronicles
LARP” and its Guardians reserve the right to refuse any weapon on safety grounds.

1.2

Generally, only commercially manufactured foam or latex prop weapons that meet the standards of The
Obsidian Chronicles LARP will be approved. Homemade weapons may be approved subject to detailed
information of construction technique, and investigation which may include destructive investigation of
items. Approvals may be with conditions (such as no thrusting).

1.3

Weapon Construction:
a.
Weight and dimensions: Weights and Dimensions are outlined below for each category of Weapon.
b.
Weapons must be designed to minimise the risk of serious or permanent injury to persons and
damage to foam prop weapons.
c.
Cores of weapons may be either fibreglass or carbon fibre rods or tubes that break cleanly or feather
rather than result in splinters. The hafts of pole arms may also be constructed of wood or bamboo.
d.
As a guide, weapons must be padded with injection or closed cell foam, or equivalent, so that:
1.
damage dealing surfaces, and any surfaces likely to come into contact with another
play are soft to touch.
2.
The solid core on any part likely to come into contact with another player is not
readily apparent to finger pressure; and
3.
A blow struck to an unarmoured part of the body with normal force will not cause
greater injury than a temporary stinging sensation.
e.
Rigidity: the ore of a hand weapon should be reasonably rigid so as to simulate a real weapon
without being likely to result in blows being struck with excessive force. The core of a weapon
should be sufficiently rigid so that it is not unrealistically whippy.
f.
Weapons intended to be used for thrusting must come with a manufactures guarantee that they are
safe to be used in such a way. Thrusting tips must be designed so as to minimise the risk of serious
injury to the eye and body and must have a Kevlar or equivalent reinforced tips to minimise the risks
of the core penetrating the foam. Homemade thrusting tips for
(for spears) will need to include an anti-penetration device (metal
disc the width of the shaft) plus rubber stopper over the disc and
shaft in the following arrangement and the whole thing then
covered by a foam head of sufficient thickness so the shaft cannot
be felt even with significant pressure.

Type
Short One-Handed Weapon or Throwing Weapon
Medium One-Handed Weapon (Sword, Axe, Mace, War Hammer, club, flail)
Long One-Handed weapon (Bastard/Hand and a Half Sword, axe, mace, war hammer,
big club, flail)
Two-Handed Weapon (Great Sword, axe, 2h-mace, 2h-club, 2h-war hammer, 2h club,
etc)
Staff
One-Handed Spear (Thrust Only)
2-handed pole weapon capable of cutting/slashing (Poleaxe/Halberd, Glaive, etc)
2-Handed Spear (Thrust Only)
Arrow
Javelin or Ballista Bolt
Siege Engine Ball/Siege Rock – Minimum Diameter – 65mm
Shield – Round: 70cm Max Diameter | All other Shield Types: Max 60cm x 90cm
Bow – Max draw of 25lbs at 28 Inches

Length
(Cm)
8-55
55-100

Max Weight
(Grams)
350
500

100-125

750

125-185

1000

125-185
100-200
185-220
100-300
30-100
100-155

500
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1.4

Hand Weapons
a.

The following Hand Weapon types may be used:
1.

Improvised weapons: clubs, stick, chair leg, beer mug and other improvised weapons
approved for the game or event. An improvised weapon may only be swung (Note: the
entire surface of staff weapons must be covered in foam) and may only be used one handed.

2.

One-Handed Weapons: dagger, sword (up to and including bastard swords), axe mace, flail
and war hammer. A one-handed weapon may only be used one handed and it may be swung
or thrust provided it has an appropriate and safe damage dealing surface. For example, a
sword can be swung or thrust while a mace can only be swung.

3.

Two-handed Weapons: sword, axe, mace and war hammer. A two-handed weapon may only
be used two-handed and it may be swung or thrust provided it has an appropriate and safe
damage dealing surface.

4.

Two-handed staff: May only be used two-handed and it may only be swung. The entire staff
must be padded.

5.

Two-handed cutting or smashing pole weapons: pole axe, sword staff/naginata/glaive, 2-h
flail. A two-handed cutting or smashing pole weapon may only be used two-handed and it
may be swung or thrust provided it has an appropriate and safe damage dealing surface.
A two-handed cutting or smashing pole arm must be padded to the first 40cm and must
have as a minimum a rubber stopper or padding on the butt.

6.

One-handed spear: A one-handed spear may be used one or two-handed and may only be
used for thrusting. A one-handed spear must be padded to the first 40cm and must have as
a minimum a rubber stopper or padding on the butt.

7.

Two-handed spear. A two-handed spear may only be used two-handed and may only be
used for thrusting.
A two-handed spear must be padded to the first 40cm and must have as a minimum a
rubber stopper or padding on the butt. The wielder of the spear may use it in any manner
which is safe to those around them.

8.

Any weapon that requires two hands to attack may be used to block with only one hand.

b.

Players must not use a weapon which is unsafe. A Guardian may demand that any weapon be
handed to the Guardian for inspection at any time. If the Guardian determines that a weapon does
not comply with these rules or is otherwise unsafe, the weapon may not be used in the game.

c.

The head and chain on a flail weapon must be soft and the “chain” on a flail weapon cannot exceed
15cm in length or be dangerous to other players.
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1.5

Missile Weapons
a.

Permitted missile weapons: bow and arrows, javelins, and small throwing weapons. Some missile
weapons may not be permitted under local public laws.

b.

A missile weapon cannot be used in the same hand as another weapon or item.

c.

Only approved missile or thrown weapons may be used. The only arrows approved for use are those
manufactured by IDV Engineering (Germany).

d.

Only bows with a max draw of 25lbs at 28in may be used. Bows must not be used for parrying.

e.

Javelins must be entirely padded other than a small area near the middle for holding. Construction
will otherwise be like a one-handed spear save that core must be either fibreglass or bamboo.

f.

Small throwing weapons:
1.

Small throwing weapons must be coreless and constructed entirely of closed cell or injection
moulded foam.

2.

Small throwing weapons means daggers, knives, throwing stars, axes, rocks and beer mugs.
All other weapons will be assessed on a case by case basis.

g.

All parts of a missile or missile weapon (other than the shaft) likely to come into contact with
another person must be designed so as to minimise the risk of serious or permanent injury to
persons, and damage to equipment.

h.

Missiles must be designed so that they are not likely to cause serious injury to the eye and/or have a
face that is larger than the eye socket (5cm). The head of an arrow or bolt may be of the flat or
rounded head type manufactured by the IDV Engineering company.

i.

A Guardian may demand that a missile or missile weapon be handed to the Guardian for inspection
at any time, and, in the case of a missile, the Guardian may at their complete discretion destructively
dismantle it to inspect its construction for compliance with these rules. If the Guardian determines
that it a does not comply with these rules or is otherwise unsafe, the missile or missile weapon may
not be used in the game.

j.

A missile weapon may not be deliberately targeted at or brought into close proximity to a player’s
head, face or throat.

k.

During combat, a missile MUST NOT be picked up after being fired/thrown other than by its owner
without their permission.

l.

A bow and any missile weapon or projectile may only be touched by its wielder unless you have their
permission.
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1.6

Shields
a.

Construction:
1.
2.
3.

Shields are to be made of plywood, plastic or metal with foam edging, or entirely of
foam/latex.
Where required, edging on shields must be soft to touch and the material of the shield is not
readily apparent to finger pressure.
Shields may be strapped and/or have a centre boss. The centre boss may be constructed of
plastic or metal.

b.

Shields must be designed to minimise the risk of serious or permanent injury to persons, and
damage to foam prop weapons.

c.

Players must not use a shield which is unsafe. A Guardian may demand that any shield be handed to
the Guardian for inspection at any time. If the Guardian determines that a shield does not comply
with these rules or is otherwise unsafe, the shield may not be used in the game.

d.

Intentionally, carelessly or recklessly allowing a shield to come into contact with the body of another
player is prohibited. Shield ramming and bashing is specifically prohibited.

e.

Any shield may be used to lightly push against another shield or weapon from a standing position or
at a slow walking pace.

f.

A player may not grasp another player’s shield but may use their own shield or weapon to push or
hook it out of the way.
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Sieges Weapon Manual
1.0

Sieges

1.1

At “The Obsidian Chronicles LARP” games and events various fortifications and siege engines can be in play.
This adds a whole new dimension to the game.

1.2

A siege can take place at any time provided there is at least two guardians in attendance to monitor the siege.

2.0

Types of Siege Engines and Fortifications

2.1

Fortifications
•
•
•
•
•

2.2

Gates
Gantries
Walls
Ramparts
Towers

Siege Engines
•
•
•
•

Battering Rams
Hot Sand/Water/Oil
Large Rocks
Projectile Siege Weapons (E.g. Ballista/Catapult)

3.0

Overarching Construction Rules

3.1

All fortifications and siege equipment must comply with all local, state and national regulations.

3.2

All fortifications and siege equipment must comply with The Obsidian Chronicles LARP rules and safety
requirements to be approved for use in game.

3.3

All fortifications and siege equipment must be checked and approved by an equipment checking guardian and
must not be modified without being rechecked and approved.

3.4

The responsibility for the structural integrity of the fortifications and siege weapons rests with the
manufacturer; The Obsidian Chronicles LARP and Guardians take no responsibility for failure.

3.5

The final call on compliance with safety requirements rests with the equipment checking guardian

3.6

Before bringing any type of siege equipment or fortification to an Obsidian Chronicles event or game you must
verify that you are permitted to do so with guardians and lore masters to ensure that the event venue is
suitable for this type of weapons/structure.

4.0

Fortifications

4.1

Gates
a.

b.

Must be able to open or be removed easily. Minimum dimensions for a gate are 2 metres across and
2 metres high. If the gate is hinged in a way that it would swing to open, a locking mechanism or bar
must be present. The Walls beside the game must be covered in hard material to prevent limbs and
persons falling into the bas of the tower.
If the gate is recessed into either walls or towers then all points that a player might come in contact
with must be covered in hard material.
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4.2

4.3

Gantries
a.

Gantries are walkways over the top of gates, as these are automatically over 2 metres high they must
comply with the “Working at Heights” requirements from Work Safe in your state. Generally, this will
require purpose built structures like scaffolding.

b.

If the gate is breached, no melee combat may occur on the gantry and any players on the gantry must
immediately vacate the gantry.

Walls
a.

4.4

4.5

Minimum requirements are two walls, one either side of the gate, minimum of 10 meters if over 2
metres tall or 15 metres if under 2 metres but over 1 metre. Walls may be a variety of materials and
need not be structurally able to stope a man entering but must be able to prevent arrows passing
through.

Ramparts
a.

Ramparts are walkways attached to the back of walls for the purpose of using missile weapons from.
Ramparts can be either stand-alone structures behinds a wall or part of a wall. If the gate is breached
no melee combat may occur on the rampart and any players on the rampart must Immediately vacate
the rampart.

b.

Minimum Requirements:
I.
A minimum of 1.0m Deep to allow use as a walkway
II.
Stable while players are using them
III.
Equipped with an access point if over 0.6 metres high. This does not need to ba a ladder or
purpose built steps rather a half step. Players ordered to exit the rampart when a gate is
breached must exit here. If the rampart is lower than 0.6 metres players may step down
anywhere.

Tower Design
a.

Towers are standalone structures that can either be used to support a gate or wall or as a standalone
structure. The must offer protection from all directions with the exception of their entry point and
must have minimum dimensions of 1.3 metres by 1.2 metres.

5.0

Siege Weapons

5.1

A siege weapon struck by a siege projectile is considered damaged and can no longer be used for the
remainder of the battle.

5.2

Battering Rams
a.

Battering Rams will be of solid construction and include a ram of at least 2m long with a diameter of
at least 20cm. The ram may be hand held or mounted on wheels and may include a cover. The cover
may provide shelter from hot sand/oil/water and dropped rocks. The ram is not to be used to strike
any player. A ram can only be used to strike a gate and will either physically batter it down (If
cardboard or MDF), or cause 1 DP damage per hit depending on the scenario.
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5.3

Hot Sand/Water/Oil
a.

5.4

Large Rocks
a.

5.5

Hot Sand/Water/Oil is simulated by buckets of black streamers (may be dampened to facilitate speedy
fall) tipped on besiegers from a fortification. The substance must have a simulated heat source. If a
player is touched by a streamer, the player is taken to have been hit by a heavy siege weapon.

Rocks are simulated by large open-cell foam chunks (at least 40cm in diameter) dropped on besiegers
from a fortification. A rock may only be dropped, not thrown. A player hit with a rock is taken to have
been hit by a heavy siege weapon.

Projectile Siege Weapons
a.

There are two types of projectile siege weapons in “The Obsidian Chronicles LARP” system, direct and
indirect.

b.

Direct fire siege weapons are able, as their name says, to shoot in a flat arch directly towards an
opponent, direct fire siege weapons can also lob or fire indirect. Examples are cannons and mangonel
style catapults. These may fire a single shot with a minimum diameter of 65mm wrapped in cloth.

c.

Indirect fire siege weapons are able to only lob their ammunition at a 45 degree or higher release
angle. Examples of these are mortars and trebuchet style catapults. These weapons are forbidden to
fire at a release angle below 45 degrees due to the high power required to lob ammunition long
distance. The may fire up to 6 shot with a minimum diameter of 100mm.

d.

A player struck by a siege projectile is automatically killed. A shield is not protection against a heavy
siege projectile.

e.

A siege weapon projectile can “bounce” and any player struck on a bounce is also taken to have been
hit by a siege weapon. This will continue until the missile comes to a stop.

f.

During a battle, a heavy siege projectile may not be picked up after being fired/thrown.

g.

Projectile siege weapons cause 1DP damage to fortifications or gates per hit.

h.

Any weapons that fires standard missile ammunition (arrows, crossbow bolts, javelins, or small
throwing weapons) is considered a normal missile weapon and not a siege weapon.

6.0

Projectile Siege Weapon Design

6.1

PLEASE NOTE: The NSW Weapons Act forbids the use of combustion or explosive propellants. In addition, the
prohibited items act makes it nearly impossible to build a crossbow style weapon. No permit can be obtained
for personal use of crossbows apply to a weapon designed to shoot at people in a public space.
This means the following types of weapons are prohibited;
a.

arbalest, scorpion ballista style using a bow for the main limbs.

b.

exposed mechanism slingshots

c.

“Spud” or “Orange” cannons using combustible propellant.
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6.2

Design Requirements
a.

6.3

6.4

The Siege weapon must:
I.

Be able to stand in firing position without falling over.

II.

Be able to shoot over 20 metres for direct fire and for indirect fire.

III.

Be painted or detailed so as to reasonably represent an historical or medieval fantasy
equivalent siege weapon and not appear to be made of modern materials.

Safe use
a.

One the crew approved by an equipment checking guardian may load/fire/unload and pack the siege
weapon. Guardians may require proof of this at any stage. Non-approved players may not
load/fire/unload or pack the siege weapon, they may only help move the weapon.

b.

Siege weapons must not begin a game loaded or be moved loaded. They are only allowed to turn in
place once loaded.

c.

A dead zone of 5m long and 3m wide in front of the weapon must be observed. If players are within
this zone the siege weapon cannot be fired or loaded. The weapon may be moved, subject to moving
requirements, to clear the dead zone. Additionally, indirect fire weapons must observe a dead zone
behind the weapon.

Siege Weapon Projectile Construction
a.

Siege weapons and their projectiles (Other than the shaft) likely to come into contact with another
person must be designed so as to minimise the risk of serious or permanent injury to persons, and
damage to equipment.

b.

Projectiles must be designed so that they are not likely to cause serious injury to the eye.

c.

A siege projectile or siege weapon may not be used in a game until inspected and approved by a
guardian. A guardian may demand that a siege projectile or siege weapon be handed to the guardian
for inspection at any time, and, in the case of a siege projectile, the guardian may at their complete
discretion, dismantle it to inspect its construction for compliance with these rules. If the guardian
determines that it does not comply with these rules or is otherwise unsafe, the siege projectile or
siege weapon may not be used in the game.
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